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For more than twenty years, Diplomatic Mission Supplies has es-
tablished itself as one of the most trusted and reliable sources of Pro-
curement and Logistics specialists to the FCO; British Posts; DFID; 
BCG and MOD worldwide.

Over the past decade we have specialised in furniture housepacks includ-
ing sofa sets and mattresses; we are proud to supply through the FCO 
contract CPG1512 ensuring we adhere to strict methods of production 
icluding timber from sustainable sources; using only CMHR foam and 
mattresses to British Standard Crib 5.

Health & Safety issues are constantly referred to as ‘in house’ as we 
constantly strive to offer unrivaled support to overseas Missions as we 
endeavor to source all manner of products that do not compromise our 
environmental beliefs, working with manufacturers and shippers the 
support ‘green’ issues worldwide to reduce our Carbon Footprint, in-
cluding recycled packaging whenever possible.

During this time, we have built up an enviable reputation for first class 
service delivering superb products at value for money prices for our loyal 
and expanding customer base. We have excellent trading relationships 
with our carefully chosen business partners enabling us to meet or exceed 
customer expectations and this new range of handmade sofa sets reflects 
the superb quality synonymous with our name… 
Diplomatic Mission Supplies

We are proud of the reputation and knowledge we 

have gained through the personal service we have 

given to clients in some of the most remote locations 

”
“

We have made countless complimentary visits overseas to our clients to 
ensure we understand the individual needs of each customer per region 
so we can work together as a team committed to serving HM Govern-
ment, providing the very best of British manufacturing whenever possi-
ble, after all, Britain is Great!

Please visit our web site dms-uk.com for further information on our vast 
range of products and services we offer as we strive to offer 
‘Service Without Boundaries’!

f o r e w o r d b y  o u r f o u n d e r a n d d i r e c t o r 
g r a h a m r t a y l o r…
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The custom of social tea drinking took off in the Queen Anne period, and 

with that, the need arose for small moveable chairs. The single most distinctive 

feature of Queen Anne furniture is the cabriole leg, and the “splat” back, which 

is curved in order to fit the hollow of the spine.

Our Queen Anne Collection comes stan-

dard as a Queen Anne Chair, matching 

footstool, 2 Seater Sofa, plus we can 

make a sofa to your specific length.

We produce our Queen Anne model 

with a distinctive kidney shaped arm.

q u e e n a n n e
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chair               (cm)   (inches)
width                   84         33
depth                    85         36
height                 104         41

two seater       (cm)   (inches)
width                  137         54
depth                     85         36
height                  104         41

three seater     (cm)   (inches)
width                  186        73
depth                    85         36
height                 104         41



A number of our customers are both tall and broad, and would love to 

purchase a wing chair, but find the width between the wings is too narrow to 

accommodate them, or the seat is too slim, or not deep enough. The solution to 

this is the King Chair. The King Chair is broader, so your shoulders will sit in 

more comfortably, as will your body. The beautiful and unique feature of this 

chair is the “claw and ball” leg which gives the piece its statement.

In conclusion, the King Chair could prove to 

be a superb choice for the Kings & Queens 

amongst us !

The back is taller, offering better support for 

your head, and the King Chair is deeper, al-

lowing you to sit right back into the chair, all 

the while being supported in a spacious chair. 

It is a our take on the famous Queen Anne 

design which we do very well except the King 

chair has a little bit more presence.

k i n g
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chair               (cm)   (inches)
width                   96         38
depth                    95         37
height                 113         44



I f ever we were to change the name of the Harvard Chair, the most likely 

name to choose would be the OMG Chair. We will often recommend that a per-

son, who is looking for a chair that has good back support,  tries out the Harvard 

chair. When they try it, often you will hear OMG, this chair is so comfortable.

The legs are slim & modern looking, and come 

in either a light wood or dark wood finish. This 

is the sort of chair that can accompany any style 

of suite or looks good as a fire side chair or even 

in a bedroom setting.

The Harvard chair is one of the most important 

chairs in our assortment . It has a Retro-style 

look, like a chair from the 1930’s , with a gen-

tly curved back.  The chair has a pronounced 

lumbar cushion ; the cushion fits right into the 

lower back, and for many people, it provides 

the kind of back support they only dreamed 

about. 

h a r v a r d
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chair               (cm)   (inches)
width                   77         30
depth                    92         36
height                 100         39



Matisse is the newest chair to join ourchair assortment. This is available 

with deep buttons or without (less expensive option)

The arms are very comfortable to rest against, 

and are easy to grip when alighting the chair. 

They are finished with a piping that define the 

shape beautifully. The spoon back shape of the 

chair provides real support and comfort. Matisse 

is currently offered in a dark leg finish, with or 

without a castor.

It has three rows of deep buttons on the  

back and they help create the folds & lines 

on the back of the chair. Matisse has a fixed 

seat cushion, and this gives the chair a tradi-

tional look, and we believe it will look & feel 

nicer as it ages.

m a t i s s e
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p l a i n  b a c kd e e p  b u t t o n e d  b a c k
chair               (cm)   (inches)
width                   86         34
depth                    87         34
height                   94         37



Lisa is the most unassuming of chairs, but it’s strength is in its versatility. 

Lisa has a modern line, all clean angles, so it’s perfect to upholster, and it chang-

es with every fabric used on it. 

The Lisa chair can also be made into a very 

modern looking sofa, speak to your sales-

person for details.

Lisa has lovely tapered, elegant legs, which 

come as light or dark finish. Lisa looks great 

in patterns, in stripes, in plain fabrics, or in 

customer’s own material, and it looks great  in 

a hallway, a neat area in a living room, a bed-

room, it’s uses are endless. 

l i s a
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chair               (cm)   (inches)
width                   65         26
depth                    66         26
height                   86         34



c l e a r y
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This most dignified and elegant of chairs joined the Finline Collection in 

2014 and although a novice, it has rapidly built up a following.

Cleary has a square-ish (but rounded-off corners) fixed spring back cushion, 

which gives super back support and whilst allowing the chair to be just 34” deep. 

The width of the chair is 33”, much neater than conventional armchairs.

The Cleary legs are 8” high and are finished with a castor.  The legs come in a 

light or dark finish, and with or without a castor.

chair               (cm)   (inches)
width                   79         31
depth                    87         34
height                   97         38



There are times when your room will need “something” to finish it, a little 

chair to sit in the corner, not some bulky armchair that will overwhelm the room. 

If you find yourself thinking like this, then you might find yourself considering 

the Aisling Chair.

Aisling is the embodiment of the compact elegant chair, and a surprisingly com-

fortable chair to boot. Aishling features cabriole legs, so it will fit within a classic 

scheme, or it could be put within a modern setting as a quirky statement piece 

(try covering it in a statement fabric). This occasional chair is designed with a 

spoon back which really provides support and is considered by some to be our 

most comfortable chair.

It is suitable for a living area, it could be placed in a hall or landing as a feature 

piece. It would make a beautiful addition to a main or guest bedroom.

a i s l i n g
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chair               (cm)   (inches)
width                   67         26
depth                    87         34
height                   91         36



“Rub-a-dub-dub, three men in a tub” goes the old nursery rhyme, but 

Tub chair is a one person chair !

Our Tub chair is a most compact piece, just 29” wide, 30” deep, and 28” high, so 

it has a balanced look. It sits atop modern block feet, and they are available in 

both a light and dark finish. We can use any fabric on our Tub chair, so whether 

you want to use a funky modern accent fabric, a plush velvet or a cool modern 

linen type fabric, it’s up to you.

t u b
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chair               (cm)   (inches)
width                   74         29
depth                    72         28
height                   72         28



h a r v a r d  f r a m e  &  c h a i r



The Dylan chair is a most understated looking chair, but boy is it comfortable 

! This chair has a compact width, only 32” wide, so it will fit into the narrowest 

of spaces. The depth of the Dylan chair is 35”, and it has fixed back upholstery, 

so you get a very comfortable depth in a tidy chair.

The Dylan legs are chunky and modern, and they come in a light or dark finish. 

And as usual, available in any fabric from any of our collections.

d y l a n
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chair               (cm)   (inches)
width                   82         32
depth                    84         33
height                   91         36



diplomatic mission supplies has established itself over the last 20 years as a 

leading specialist procurement and logistics company. we are a trusted supplier 

of diplomatic posts worldwide for bespoke representational and family domes-

tic furniture, soft furnishings, flooring solutions, home office furniture and 

seating plans for waiting rooms and offices.

contact us

sales & contracts:            +44 (0) 1482 820114

operations & logistics:  +44 (0) 1482 210700

accounts:                         +44 (0) 1482 210760

24Hrs:                               +44 (0) 7798702438

email:                               sales@dms-uk.com

website:                           www.dms-uk.com

twitter:                           @dipmisssuppltd

address

diplomatic mission supplies ltd.
sales and distribution centre

unit 7
Hamburg road

Hull

Hu7 oae

service without boundaries

diplomatic
mission supplies


